I. Introduction
Clustering is the process of grouping similar objects based on the attributes of the object. Cluster [10] contains group of objects which are similar to each other. The need for document clustering arise due to large amount data present in unstructured manner. Document Clustering [1] is the application of Clustering of text data. Document Clustering can be used for automatic document organization, topic extraction and fast information retrieval or filtering. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a bottom-up approach. Initially every data object is considered as a single cluster. In each iteration merge two objects which has the maximum similarity until only one cluster remains or desired no of cluster remains. Input to the clustering technique is the BBC dataset which in turn consist of 5 classes (Business, Politics, Entertainment, Sports and Technology). There are total 2225 documents out of which 508 documents of business, 413 documents of politics, 383 documents of entertainment, 508 documents of sports and 397 documents of technology. 
Document Collection
Collection of documents which is given as input to get desired output.
Pre-processing Document Preprocessing [4] Techniques are

2.1Tokenization
The process of breaking text data into smaller units (tokens) such as word and phrases. Removing stop words and punctuation Some words are less important than others. So it is a good idea to eliminate stop words and punctuation marks before doing further analysis.
Stemming
Different tokens might carry out similar information. We can avoid calculating similar information repeatedly by reducing all tokens to its base form using porter stemming algorithm. [5] 
Tf-idf(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)
It is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how important a word is to a document. The tf-idf value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document. [6] 
PCA(Principal component analysis)
PCA is something that recognizes patterns in the data, and expressing the data in such a way that their similarity and differences are identified. It is used for analyzing data patterns [7] [8]
Clustering Technique
The Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering [9] is a bottom-up approach. Initially every data object is considered as a single cluster. In each iteration merge two objects which has the maximum similarity until only one cluster remains or desired no of cluster remains.
i. Initially consider each object as a single cluster and find the similarity with respect to other objects and store it in matrix. ii. do iii. Combine two cluster having highest similarity. iv. Update the matrix to find the similarity between combine cluster and rest clusters. v. While only one cluster remains. Result 
The Bisecting K-Means clustering Algorithm
It is a hierarchical clustering method that uses basic K means clustering algorithm. It is a top-down approach. The process starts by putting all the objects in single cluster and then divides the cluster using k means i.e. K=2.Now the cluster which is having maximum sum of square error is split into 2 clusters. The process of splitting the cluster is repeated until desired no of cluster are created. 
Divisive Hierarchical Bisecting Min-Max Clustering Algorithm
This is a top-down approach. Algorithm starts by putting all the objects in single cluster then find the min point and max point from that cluster. The min point is calculated with respect to origin which is the minimum distance from origin or maximum similarity with respect to origin. From the min point max point is calculated which is maximum distance from min point or minimum similarity with respect to min point. Now 2 clusters are formed min cluster and max cluster then the SSE of each is calculated and the one having highest SSE is now treated as the new dataset to find min point and max point. This process is continued until desired no of clusters are created. [3] INPUT: Let K=T be the number of user-specified count of clusters and a data repository Having n data items or objects S={S1,S2,S3,S4,…..,Sn} Output: A set of k clusters.  Initialize the clusters with all the points  Initialize cluster_number =1;  while(cluster_number != K)  Bisect S using Min-Max clustering Increment cluster_number by 1  calculate the SSE of the two clusters using the formula  where m is the mean of the cluster which is given as Fig. 4 Result of Divisive Hierarchical bisecting min-max clustering algorithm
The execution time for Divisive hierarchical min max clustering algorithm is 55 seconds. Hence we can prove that Divisive hierarchical bisecting min max clustering algorithm is better than bisecting k-means and agglomerative in terms of time complexity and accuracy.
III. Conclusion
In this project, we used Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm, Bisecting K-Means Clustering Algorithm and Divisive Hierarchical Bisecting Min-Max Clustering Algorithm in order to cluster documents. BBC dataset is used as a dataset. As a result, it has seen that Divisive Hierarchical Bisecting MinMax Clustering Algorithm is superior to Bisecting K-Means Clustering Algorithm which in turn is superior to Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm.
